Question: List the names of poker players ordered by the final tables made in ascending order.

GNN: SELECT people.name FROM poker_player JOIN people ON poker_player.people_id = people.people_id ORDER BY poker_player.final_table_made ASC

NoGNN: SELECT people.name FROM people ORDER BY people.name DESC

Question: Which city has the most frequent destination airport?

GNN: SELECT airports.city FROM airports JOIN flights ON airports.airportcode = flights.destairport GROUP BY airports.city ORDER BY count(*) DESC LIMIT 1

NoGNN: SELECT airports.city FROM airports GROUP BY airports.city ORDER BY count(*) DESC LIMIT 1

Question: List each owner's first name, last name, and the size of his for her dog.

GNN: SELECT owners.first_name, owners.last_name, dogs.size_code FROM dogs JOIN owners ON dogs.owner_id = owners.owner_id

NoGNN: SELECT owners.first_name, owners.last_name, count(*) FROM dogs JOIN owners ON dogs.owner_id = owners.owner_id GROUP BY owners.owner_id

Question: What is the number of cars with over 6 cylinders?

GNN: SELECT count(*) FROM cars_data WHERE cars_data.cylinders > "value"

NoGNN: SELECT count(*) FROM model_list JOIN cars_data ON cars_data.id = cars_data.id WHERE cars_data.cylinders > "value"

Table 2: We randomly select query outputs from No-GNN and GNN in cases where one of the models was correct and the other made an error. We show questions, schemas and queries. Correct answers are marked in blue.